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Egg Markets       Week of January 17, 2022 

 

TONE:  Retail demand improved for some.  Extra large & large fully adequate. 

Market attempting to test. 

 

The regional egg markets are as follows:  

  

          Northeast       Midwest         Central           Southeast 

Lg         $1.30               $1.27               $1.41               $1.41     

Md       $1.16               $1.11               $1.20               $1.18 

 

Source: Esbenshade, Inc. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Egg Markets Overview  

The weekly Egg Markets Overview is now available on our website and may  
be accessed by clicking on the link or graphic below.   

 

https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/Egg%20Markets%20Overview.pdf 

https://www.ams.usda.gov/sites/default/files/media/Egg%20Markets%20Overview.pdf


Source: USDA AMS Livestock & Poultry Program, Livestock, Poultry, and Grain Market News Division                                            Egg Markets Overview 

 

 

    
 
 

 
 

Wholesale prices for cartoned shell eggs are declining as demand ebbs and supplies 
increases to more than adequate levels.  Offerings are moderate and trading is slow to 
moderate and focused on restocking into the new year.  Wholesale prices for graded loose 
eggs declined through the week as business in the post-holiday period slows.  Interest is 
mixed and trading is slow as supplies are moderate to heavy and offerings are moderate.  
The volume of trailer load sales this week increased 86% into next week indicating interest 
for January business. Prices for national trading of trucklot quantities of graded, loose, 
White Large shell eggs decreased $0.12 to $0.752 per dozen with a lower undertone. The 
wholesale price on the New York market for Large cartoned shell eggs delivered to 
retailers declined $0.24 to $1.39 per dozen with a lower undertone. The Midwest wholesale 
price for Large, white, shell eggs delivered to warehouses lost $0.12 to $1.48 per dozen 
with a lower undertone.  Prices paid to producers in the Midwest for Large cartoned shell 
eggs declined $0.24 to $1.09 per dozen with a lower undertone. The California benchmark 
for Large shell eggs rose $0.01 to $2.35 per dozen with a higher undertone.  Delivered 
prices on the California wholesale loose egg market increased $0.17 to $2.059 per dozen 
with a higher undertone. Note that as of January 1, all shell eggs traded in California must 
meet the standards set forth in the Prevention of Cruelty to Farm Animals Act (Prop 12) 
that requires elimination of the use of cages in table egg production.   
 

Consumer demand for shell eggs fades into the start of the new year as holiday demand 
passes and retail promotional activity posts a sharp reduction. Winter weather over many 
parts of the nation have led to power outages and travel issues that have impacted the 
normal flow of consumption.  All is expected to improve into coming weeks as demand 
normally enjoys a mid-January uptick.  Demand is starting 2022 well below where it began 
2021, down 11 points   
 

Promotional activity for conventional shell eggs in retail outlets declines sharply and the 
average ad price declines $0.22 to $1.00 per dozen. Retail egg purchases into this week 
were estimated to increase 14% from last week as retail activity is poised to increase. 
Promotional activity for specialty shell eggs increase its pace led by organic offerings with 
44% of as share.  Feature activity for UEP-defined cage-free shell eggs increases from last 
week’s pace and accounts for 26% of all shell egg types on feature. The average ad price 
gains $0.01 to $2.23 per dozen and the average ad price spread between 12-packs of 
Large caged eggs and UEP cage-free eggs widens by $0.23 per dozen to a spread of $1.23 
per dozen.   
 

The overall inventory of shell eggs increased 8.5% and the nation-wide inventory of Large 
eggs rose 10%. The inventory of Large eggs in the key Midwest production region 
increased 8% as carton business slowed considerably in the immediate post-holiday 
period.  Retail purchases into this week rose 14% largely due to restocking efforts. The
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  inventory share of Large class shell eggs increased to a 48% share of all shell egg stocks 
on inventory at the start of the week. Stocks of cage-free eggs rose 19% as retail 
promotional activity remains strong. The inventory of nutritionally-enhanced shell eggs 
increased nearly 24% as retail business slowed. Breaking stock inventories gained 10.5% 
as breaking schedules were slowed through the recent holiday period. Total table egg 
production for the week was about unchanged from the prior week but up 3% from the 
prior year ago level to an estimated increase of 4,000,000 cases.  
 

Wholesale prices for breaking stock in the Central States declined $0.03 to $0.73 per dozen 
with a weak undertone noted. Supplies are mostly moderate for current full-time 
schedules and offerings are moderate. Demand is fairly good and trading is moderate. The 
volume of eggs processed over the past week increased 3%, representing a 28.5% share 
of weekly table egg production. Production of whole egg rose 6% while production of 
whites was up a percent.  Production of yolk declined 4% from recent highs. The 
production of dried eggs increased 10% and the production of inedible egg was up 3%. 
Breaking yields without inedible improved a quarter pound to 40.77 pounds per case 
broken.  
 

Wholesale prices for whole certified liquid whole eggs are too few to report with a fully 
steady undertone.  Offerings are light for whole egg and whites, moderate to adequate 
for yolks. Demand is good. The wholesale price for frozen whole egg products is up $0.02 
to $1.15 per pound and the price for liquid whites is unchanged at $0.68 per pound. The 
undertone is firm to higher. Offerings and supplies are light to moderate for moderate to 
good demand.  The pace of trading is moderate to active.  Wholesale prices for whole 
dried egg are steady at $4.12 per pound as are prices for dried yolk at $3.60 per pound 
and those for dried albumen at $5.00 per pound.  The undertone is steady.  Offerings are 
mostly moderate with light to moderate supplies  Demand is moderate to good. Trading 
is mostly moderate. 
 

According to NASS, the November monthly volume of frozen eggs in storage declined 
12% from October, 29% below the 2020 level.  Stocks of whole frozen egg increased 2% 
from last month and were 32% below year ago levels. The share of whole egg stocks 
gained 6% to 43% of total frozen stocks.  Stocks of frozen yolk rose 23%, 5% over last 
year’s level. Stocks of frozen egg whites were down 24% and 24% under last year.  Stocks 
of unclassified eggs were down 22%, 28% below 2020 levels.  The share of unclassified 
frozen stocks lost 6% to 47% of all frozen egg products in storage.   
 

Cage-free commitments as of December 2021 remain about unchanged, requiring 66.7 
billion cage-free eggs per year to meet 100% of needs from an approximate cage-free 
flock of 221 million hens (67% of the U.S. non-organic flock), indicating a shortage of 128 
million hens from the current non-organic cage-free flock of 92.9 million hens.  The 
average lay rate for non-organic cage-free production is currently estimated at 83.0%.

total share whole whites yolks dried inedible
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  Key Egg Markets Overview 
7-Jan % Change 31-Dec 24-Dec 17-Dec 10-Dec 3-Dec

SHELL EGGS (Large, White, conventional in cents per dozen)

National, Loose, (f.o.b. dock prices) 75.15 -13% 86.75 107.45 127.03 107.80 85.84
New York, Cartoned (price to retailers) 139.00 -15% 163.00 175.00 175.00 166.00 151.00
Midwest, Cartoned (price dlvrd to warehouse) 148.00 -8% 160.00 159.00 147.00 136.00 136.00

California, Cartoned, benchmark (cage-free) 235.00 0% 234.00 234.00 226.00 223.00 226.00

National Retail Shell Egg (avg. ad price in dollars per dozen)

Conventional, Large, White 1.00 -18% 1.22 1.30 1.38 1.11 0.97

Cage-Free, Large, Brown 2.23 0% 2.22 2.34 2.58 2.50 2.63

EGG PRODUCTS (f.o.b. dock prices; dollars per pound)
Central States Breaking Stock (dlvd prices per doz) 73.00 -4% 76.00 78.00 74.00 67.00 67.00

Whole Frozen Eggs 115.00 2% 113.00 113.00 109.00 107.00 105.00

Whole Dried Eggs 4.12 0% 4.12 4.12 4.10 4.10 4.05

Processed Share of Weekly Egg Production 28.6% 0.9% 27.7% 29.6% 30.1% 29.9% 26.6%

SHELL EGG DEMAND INDICATOR (no units) -2.9 -9.8 6.9 12.4 2.2 3.5 19.1

Source: USDA AMS Livestock, Poultry, and Grain Market News

Key Shell Egg Markets Snapshot - 2022
(Large, White, Conventional Shell Eggs in cents per dozen) 7-Jan Change 31-Dec
National, Loose, (f.o.b. dock prices) 75.2 -13% 86.8 80.7 03-Jan 75.2 07-Jan

New York, Cartoned (price to retailers) 139.0 -15% 163.0 158.0 03-Jan 139.0 07-Jan

Midwest, Cartoned (price dlvrd to warehouse) 1
148.0 -8% 160.0 148.0 03-Jan 148.0 03-Jan

California, Cartoned, benchmark 235.0 0% 234.0 235.0 03-Jan 235.0 03-Jan

Central States Breaking Stock (delivered prices) 1
73.0 -4% 76.0 76.0 03-Jan 73.0 07-Jan

Whole Frozen Egg Products (f.o.b. dock prices) 115.0 2% 113.0 115.0 07-Jan 115.0 07-Jan

Whole Dried Egg Products (f.o.b. dock prices) 4.12 0% 4.12 4.12 07-Jan 4.12 07-Jan

Natl Average Retail Ad Price - Conventional 1.00 -18% 1.22 1.00 07-Jan 1.00 07-Jan

Natl Average Retail Ad Price - Cage-free2
2.23 0% 2.22 2.23 07-Jan 2.23 07-Jan

Shell Egg Demand Indicator -2.9 -9.8 6.9 -2.9 05-Jan -2.9 05-Jan
1 mostly high;  2 non-organic

Recent History

2022 High 2022 Low

75.2 109.0 148.0 152.0 100.0

national index producer delivered
warehouse

delivered store
door

  retail on ad

Shell Eggs Market Price Comparisons 
(as of January 07, 2022)

(National Index on a loose-egg basis, all other prices for 
cartoned eggs; LG White avg prices in cents per dozen) 

Producer, warehouse, & store door = MW; retail no sale NY market; 
retail on sale Nat'l Retail Feature; loose eggs include minimal 

sector markup
45% 36% 3% -34%

loose carton carton carton carton

prior
current



 

Weekly Market Highlights 

• The latest WASDE report showed that all wheat ending stocks went up 30 million bushels from last month due 

to lower exports and Feed and Residual use. 

• World wheat stocks up 1.7MMT compared to the previous report. 

• Russian January wheat exports are down 30% compared to last year. 
 

Facts on Flour 
The impact of millfeed   

   Have you ever looked in the Wall Street Journal and saw the futures price of wheat falling but the price of flour 

remains the same or even rises? Part of the reason can be falling millfeed pricing. When we mill wheat, we utilize the 

entire wheat kernel, less than 80% is flour but the remaining portion is sold as animal food. This animal food, or 

millfeed as we call it, competes with other feed ingredients such as corn. If corn prices are low (almost half of all corn 

grown is used as animal feed), millfeed prices will also be low. That "credit" that we get by selling the millfeed will 

not be as great thus forcing the price on the flour to go up. Conversely, if corn, or other feed ingredients are higher 

priced we get a better millfeed recovery, which offsets more of the price of the wheat thus lowering flour prices.  
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Produce Market Update 
For the week of: January 16th, 2022 

“Produce from the Ground Up” 

Strawberry Quinoa Salad with Avocado 

 
                                               

This simple quinoa salad is perfect for summer! With strawberries for sweetness, avocados for creaminess, 

and fresh mint for a pop of flavor, it will be a go-to all summer long. Bring it to the beach, a potluck or serve 

it as a side for a fresh, summer dinner! 

Ingredient’s  

  FOR THE SALAD:  FOR THE DRESSING: 

  •         3 cups cooked quinoa  •         2 Tbsp olive oil 

  •         1 cup chopped strawberries about 8  •         1 Tbsp honey or maple syrup 

  •         1 small avocado diced  •         Juice of 1 lime 

  •         2 Tbsp freshly chopped mint  •         ¼ tsp of salt 

  
 

 •         1/8 tsp ground black pepper 

Directions  

1. Add the salad ingredients to a large mixing bowl. Set aside. 

2. In a separate bowl, whisk together the dressing ingredients. Drizzle the dressing over the 

salad and toss to combine. 

3. Serve immediately or allow to chill in the fridge for 30 - 60 minutes. 

4. Optional mix-ins include tofu, chickpeas, grilled chicken, grilled shrimp, or grilled steak. 
 

Source: California Strawberry Commission  
 

 
 



 
WEATHER 
Good News … The desert will warm up a little with no ice or rain forecasted. Strong gusty 
winds up to 35-40 mph SE CA and 25 mph elsewhere Monday through Wednesday. 
Afternoon highs Mon, upper 60s to mid-70s cooling Thu to the low to upper 60s (close to 
normal). Little change in temps Friday other than a degree or two of warming. 
 
EXTENDED OUTLOOK 
Continued warming and drying Jan 15-21 with temps warm into the upper 60s to upper 70s. 
Slight chance for rain Jan 23-24 should a low-pressure system pass nearby increasing winds 
and cooling temps into the low to upper 60s. 

 

Beyond Fried Chicken -- Let me know your thoughts? 
 
 
Beyond Meat developed what KFC is calling “Kentucky Fried 
Miracle” exclusively for the chain, creating a plant-based 
version that’s close in flavor and juiciness to its iconic fried 
chicken. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
AVOCADO -- Alert  Supplies are good. Jumbo and #2 70cts are tight. Markets are 
steady with some corrections depending on the size. Smaller sizes will feel the most 
pressure. Fruit is smaller from Mexico. 

ARUGULA -- Overall good quality & performance.  Low percentage of yellowing from cold 
weather. 
 
ASPARAGUS -- The market is active. Mexican volume is tight due to cold weather, and 
Peru’s volume is declining. Quality is good. 
 
BOK CHOY -- volume is expected to be plentiful for the next two weeks. Now is a great 
opportunity for promotion! 
 
BROCOLLI -- Supplies are fair this week, crop showing good quality and color 
overall.  Slight mildew present in some lots that we will be working through at harvest. In 
spite of everything, Broccoli has hit a trigger and prices are going up.   
 
BRUSSEL SPROUTS -- Alert Production is on track for the northern operations this 
week but demand continues to outpace supply. Expect the open market to stay strong for the 
bulk 25lb pack. Next week should bring some volume relief as production in Mexico is 
scheduled to commence the week of 17 Jan 2022. Quality is good. 
 
CARROTS -- Alert  Demand continues to outpace supply. Due to the unprecedented 
weekly volume needed for new snack pack options for school and community programs we 
continue to struggle with supply and demand. Pricing is increasing. Did you know … On 
children’s menus, carrots have increased by 15% in the past four years. 
 



 
CAULIFLOWER -- Alert  Overall fair supply for current demand.  Quality, sizing & texture 
look good.  Cold weather has slowed growth on the current crop. With the cold weather, it has 
also caused cauliflower to hit the trigger  
 
PARSLEY – No change, supply is expected to be lighter than normal for the next two 
weeks.  
 
SPINACH -- Overall good quality, size, and texture.  Slight discoloration present from ice 
damage and colder weather. 

 

SPRING MIX -- We have good supply, color, and outstanding quality.   
 
PEPPERS/CUCUMBERS/ /SQUASH --     
Peppers -- Alert Eastern green bell supplies will be light for next few weeks due to warm 
temps and wind. Mexican supplies of green bells are short due to cold weather. The market 
on Mexican field red bells is tight; yellow is steady. Quality is very good. 
Cucumbers -- Between 2015 and 2020, cucumber production in the United States [U.S. 
domestic market share] fell from around half to about 40 percent. At the same time, apparent 
consumption of cucumbers in the United States increased by 24.3 percent. While not on the 
PLOT, none the less, this is a commodity you should make sure you are selling.   
Squash --.Eastern zucchini supplies are lighter with strong demand and good quality. 
Yellow squash supply and quality are good. The market is increasing on both commodities. 
Mexican production is lighter due to cold weather. Markets are expected to be very active. 

  
POTATOES – Idaho had leveled off a bit, and the market is steady, with very good quality, 
especially when packed in the Pro Mark label, modestly speaking of course.   
 
ONIONS -- Demand for all sizes and colors across the board this week. There are onion 
shortages out there, and there are some of my smaller growers that are finishing up, but 
buyers need onions. Quality is great! The market is increasing every day. I am also hearing 
that Mexico is three weeks behind schedule with significant volume.  
  
TOMATOES --   
Rounds: Markets are heating up more in Florida on the larger sized fruit.  There seems to 
be less product available. The smaller sizes appear to be plentiful.  Mexico is starting to 
produce more and more as well.  Quality remains very good for both Mexico and USA 
product.  Demand seems to be fair currently.  The biggest problem is availability of trucks.  
Grape:  In Florida, volume is dropping, and the market is rising.  A couple of larger growers 
are in a seasonal gap. The lack of trucks in the west is contributing to the rise in the Florida 
market as buyers look there to replenish inventories 
Cherry: market is going up this week.  With most schools back in session demand has 
increased substantially. Both Mexico and Florida are priced similarly.  Quality overall is better 
out of Florida. 
Roma: Volume has increased from the Culiacan area of Mexico and there is plenty of 
supply available at the border. Transportation is an issue in all growing regions.  It is 
particularly challenging at the Nogales, AZ crossing point. This has created upward pressure 
on the Florida Roma market which is now elevated due to buyers being unable to secure trucks 
where the Roma’s are crossing. The quality of new crop Roma’s out of Mexico is good.  The 
primary quality defect to be aware of is discoloration in some of the lots.  Florida quality is 
decent and will depend on the individual grower and how they grade them. 
.  
 
 



 
APPLES  -- Washington exports a substantial amount to Mexico which has drove the price 
up over the last few weeks on many varieties. East coast apples are available as well. 
Market price remains firm on small fruit as local schools take most of the volume. 
 
BLACKBERRIES --  Steady supply through January. We are entering the transition period 
between the early and mid-part of the central Mexico season. The transition will keep the 
volume steady. California regions will contribute minimal volume due to the rain and cold 
temperatures expected through the next couple of weeks. 
 
BLUEBERRIES -- Central Mexico production will continue increasing moving forward, the 
risk of freeze continues for the next few weeks. Baja production continues with steady 
volume, expecting to start increasing moving forward. Peru production will continue with high 
steady volume for the next few weeks, until mid-January, when will start decreasing. 
 
CITRUS -- 
Lemons: demand is picking up here also (exports), Dist. III is finishing up and Dist. I is in full 
swing. Fruit quality is very nice, especial when it is packed in a Pro Mark label.  
Limes: Alert Market is quite active this week and prices are rising daily. Strong demand and 
extremely light volume continue to strain the supply chain. We expect pricing to be higher 
and possibly see Force Majeure enacted if conditions do not improve. We are at risk of 
seeing some pro-rates if we cannot secure enough fruit at the border for contracts. It’s 
imperative we remain flexible on sizes to maintain service levels through this market 
challenge.  
Oranges:  Pro Mark Navels are in full swing. Demand has increased as exports are 
continuing to come in. The market is advancing also. Smaller fruit is demand exceeds; 
quality is very good. No rain in the forecast for the next 10 days. 
 
GRAPES -- Alert We have had times where supplies are tight, but I do not recall ever 
being told none!  We are currently waiting for Peruvian / Chilean grapes to arrive. All grapes 
are in a demand exceeds situation and I feel that we will be facing this situation until mid-
February. Vessel delays / unloading are compounding the situation. 
 
MANGOES --  The National Mango Board (NMB) said mango consumption in the United 
States had experienced an interesting and constructive growth in 2021. it was a very difficult 
year due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but we have a very combative industry and a 
superfood that captivates consumers of all ages. I always marvel at the consumption of 
Mango in Mexico compared to the US, but if we as Pro Mark members continue to promote 
our Preconditioned Mangos, we will experience growth.   
 
MELONS --  
Cantaloupe: supplies are steady with a good run of sizes; however larger sizes are starting 
to get a little tighter here on the West Coast. Quality is also still very good. 
Honeydews: supplies are still very short here on the West Coast, and only limited supplies 
coming out of Mexico / Nogales. Quality on honeydews is still good.   
Watermelon: Lighter supply available this week crossing through Nogales and demand is 
up. Quality is good and FOB prices up this week.  
 
RASPBERRIES -- Alert Supply is low due to cool temperatures throughout all growing 
regions, as well as rains in California. It is our expectation in the coming weeks, we will see 
supply improve as Central Mexico and Baja production volume improves. California supply 
will remain relatively low throughout the next several months. 
 
 
 



 
 
STRAWBERRIES -- Photo of the Week  

 
As I have mentioned in the past two weeks of updating , cold 
and wet weather has taken its toll on Strawberries.  The 
photo is from an actual rejection of berries this past 
Saturday.  Stem Berires...no change from last week.  Due to 
excessive rain, and cold weather in Oxnard, berries in 
California are not sizing up and quality has been poor.  Most 
of the product right now is being diverted to juice.   Mexico is 
not packing stems.  
We expect volumes to remain steady for the next several 
weeks. Florida continues to produce strong volumes and 
Central Mexico production continues to increase each week. 
California has received rainfall throughout the week 
impacting their production potential.  
 

 
 
 

   Ron Orr 
         Executive Director 
        Pro Mark 
                                                         [573] 680-1066  
             ronorr@promarkproduce.com 



 

Stratas Foods Market Watch 01.14.22 

What to Watch For in the Week Ahead 

•Fundamentals–  CFTC COT, Weekly Export data, NOPA 

•Weather – Argentina is hot - BUT there is rain in the forecast. Does that mean that the risk is higher if it 

doesn't materialize? Or lower because it could be the crop-saving rain? Brazil's areas ready to harvest 

are too wet...  

•Politics/Macro – Energy policies in the West have driven prices higher. What is the next domino to fall? 

How will Kazakhstan affect commodity prices (Wheat/Crude/Uranium)? Is Ukraine next? Chinese New 

Year and Olympics around the corner as well.  Is there a real proposal for Indonesian ex ports or is it just 

headline fodder? 



 

 



 



Brazil 7 Day Forecast 

 



Argentina 7 Day Forecast 

 

 



 

 

Soybean Oil  

WASDE Highlights 

• US Carryout up 10 M bu of soybeans 

• US Soy Oil carryout unchanged 

• Global ending stocks reduced from 102 MMT to 95.20 MMT 

Flash Summary 

• Futures retraced last week's gains after the report was not bullish enough. External factors 

weighing heavily on soybean oil prices at the moment. 



• USDA lowered Brazil and Argentina's production estimates more-or-less in line with analysts. 

Some are calling for more write-downs to come, but the USDA will likely take the stairs down 

rather than the elevator. 

• Soybean oil could get a bump in production if the US crushing program increases due to more 

export meal demand. Argentina is a major competitor with the US for export meal and will likely 

look to NOLA for replacement values of any shipments they are unable to meet.  

• Technical indicators are decidedly mixed.  Markets are consolidating and waiting for the next 

breakout. External indicators are bullish (energy/palm oil) and bearish (Stocks/soybeans) on the 

week. 

• Expected CBOT Range  56.00 - 60.00 

Canola/Rapeseed Oil  

 

Fundamental Updates 

• STATS CANADA estimated production at 12.6 MMT. 

• US Canola crush for November was 195,735 T vs 196,646 T last month and 207,700 last year. 

Crude canola oil production was 155M lbs - down 11% vs last year. 



Flash Summary 

• Canola seed futures broke heavily to end the week.  Technical picture is flipping to a  sellers' 

market.  Most likely this is fund-driven, but the March futures break is noteworthy for farmers 

holding out for July or later sales. 

• Farmers are firmly in the 2022 tax year.  What is left to be sold should be looking for homes with 

the run higher.  There will be a portion held back until planting and mid-summer marketing, but 

overall, prices are looking good.  Can banks cause more seed to move in order to minimize 

money needed to borrow for seed/fertilizer costs? 

• Oil share is rallying, but well off of the Q4 2021 highs. 

• Canola crush margins surged higher on the futures purge.  However, prices are still deeply 

negative on board levels. 

• Long term, if oilseeds are grown for their oil (and not the protein meal), can Canola win farmers' 

hearts and minds? There is roughly 50% more oil per acre of Canola vs Soy. How about Wheat 

prices? Will canola lose acres to the grain trade? 

• New round of rumors circulating about Canola being approved into US biodiesel. This could shift 

some acres in 2022 but the market is unlikely to see biodiesel plants pay up for the canola 

premiums over soy until new crop is being crushed. 

Tropical Oils  

 



Fundamental Updates 

MPOB December: 

• Production: 1.45 MMT (-11%) 

• Exports:  1.41 (-4%) 

• Domestic Use: 0.37 (+32%) 

• Stocks: 1.58 (-13%) 

• Palm markets were stronger throughout the week extending their holiday gains.  

• Rumors of Indonesia limiting exports to keep food inflation contained has the export market 

spooked into a long weekend. 

• MPOB gave us the bullish talking points but forward demand is suspect. What is the Indian and 

Chinese plan for palm buys? China did show up Friday for some value shopping.  

• Crude oil continues to move higher.  How will this influence palm biodiesel programs? 



Weekly Livestock, Poultry & Grain Market Highlights

Nat'l Purchased Carc Wtd Avg Price - Barrows & Gilts ($/cwt) 66.62 8.5% 22.8%
Pork Carcass Cutout FOB Plant ($/cwt) 86.57 -0.7% 9.9%
Segregated Early Weaned (SEW) Feeder Pigs ($/head) 64.59 5.1% 17.4%
Iowa/So. Minn Avg Weight Barrows & Gilts (lbs) 291.4 0.2% -0.1%
Est. Hog Slaughter 2,578,000 18.2% -8.9%
YTD Est. Hog Slaughter 2,579,000 N/A -18.3%
Est. Pork Production (mil lbs) 559.5 17.9% -10.9%
YTD Est. Pork Production (mil lbs) 559.7 N/A -20.0%

Live Wtd Avg Steer Price, 5 Area FOB ($/cwt) 138.41 -0.8% 24.4%
Dressed Wtd Avg Steer Price, 5 Area Del ($/cwt) 219.98 -0.4% 25.1%
Boxed Beef Cutout, Choice ($/cwt) 268.03 1.1% 29.7%
Boxed Beef Cutout, Select ($/cwt) 259.90 1.3% 32.3%
Boxed Beef, Choice/Select Spread ($/cwt) 8.13 -0.25 -2.12
By-Product Drop Value, Steer ($/cwt live) 13.76 1.2% 50.7%
CME Feeder Cattle Index ($/cwt) 161.79 -2.1% 18.3%
Est. Cattle Slaughter 620,000 15.5% -4.9%
YTD Est. Cattle Slaughter 621,000 N/A -13.8%
Est. Beef Production (mil lbs) 519.9 15.5% -5.3%
YTD Est. Beef Production (mil lbs) 520.7 N/A -14.0%

Slaughter Lamb, Comprehensive, Carc. Wtd Avg Price ($/cwt) 234.37 0.9% 52.2%
Lamb Carcass Cutout ($/cwt) 613.36 -0.2% 59.9%
Est. Sheep Slaughter 35,000 9.4% 2.9%
YTD Est. Sheep Slaughter 35,000 N/A 2.9%
Est. Lamb Production (mil lbs) 2.2 4.8% -4.3%
YTD Est. Lamb Production (mil lbs) 2.2 N/A -4.3%
Veal Carcass Wtd Avg Packer & Non-Packer Owned ($/cwt) 367.89 -0.4% 25.4%

LSWLPGMrktHighlight

January 10, 2022

Current Week
Change From          

Past Week
Change From          

Past Year

Source:  USDA AMS Livestock, Poultry & Grain Market News Portal
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Weekly Dressed Steer Price and Weekly Boxed Beef  
Choice Cutout vs. 5 Year Averages ($ per cwt)

Steer Price Boxed Beef Choice Cutout
5 Year Avg Steer Price 5 Year Avg Choice Cutout



Weekly Livestock, Poultry & Grain Market Highlights

Central Illinois Avg Corn Price ($/bu) 5.9400 2.4% 21.5%
Central Illinois Avg Soybean Price ($/bu) 13.8800 6.0% 1.6%
Central Illinois 48% Soybean Meal, Rail ($/ton) 439.15 1.8% 0.5%
Hard Red Winter Wheat Truck to Kansas City ($/bu) 7.9650 N/A 28.5%
Dark Northern Spring Wheat, 14%, MN, Rail ($/bu) 10.8825 -5.3% N/A
Soft White Wheat Portland ($/bu) 10.6913 -0.5% N/A
Sorghum, Kansas City, Truck ($/cwt) 11.3290 0.8% 13.1%

Nat'l Delivered Whole Body Price (cents/lb) 133.63 0.5% 63.4%
Est. Young Chicken Slaughter - Current Week (000's) 158,531 15.0% N/A
Actual Slaughter of Young Chickens (000's) 145,076 9.4% 5.2%
YTD Actual Slaughter of Young Chickens (000's) 145,076 N/A 5.2%
Actual RTC Pounds of Young Chickens (000's) 701,239 11.8% 4.6%
YTD RTC Pounds of Young Chickens (000's) 701,239 N/A 4.6%

Nat'l FOB Frozen 8-16 lb. Hens,Wtd Avg Prices, cents/lb 128.50 3.6% 23.6%
Actual Slaughter of Turkeys (000's) 2,662 1.1% 1.6%
YTD Actual Slaughter of Turkeys (000's) 2,662 N/A 1.6%
Actual RTC Pounds of Turkeys (000's) 68,965 4.0% -7.4%
YTD RTC Pounds of Turkeys (000's) 68,965 N/A -7.4%

Combined Regional Large Eggs (cents/dozen) 157.44 -7.1% 82.8%
National Shell Egg Inventory (30 doz. Cases/000,s) 1741.2 1.8% N/A
Shell Egg Demand Indicator (SEDI) -2.90 -1.42 -11.00
Central States Breaking Stock Av. Price (cents/dozen) 72.50 -1.4% 123.1%
National Breaking Stock Inventory (30 doz. Cases/000's) 331.0 0.6% N/A
Eggs Broken Under Federal Inspection (30 doz cases) 1,485,371 2.9% 16.2%
YTD Eggs Broken Under Federal Inspection (30 doz cases) 77,837,363 N/A 2.6%

LSWLPGMrktHighlight
Source:  USDA AMS Livestock, Poultry & Grain Market News Portal

January 10, 2022
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Market Update — December 31st, 2021 

The spot resin market remained somewhat quiet during the final week 
of 2021; our spot prime Polyethylene pricing was 
flat while Polypropylene was as much as $.04/lb lower continuing an 
overall decline from record-highs that were established earlier in the 
year. The type of high volume and steeply discount-
ed prices for mostly offgrade PE and PP railcars made available 
to both the Houston export market and for domestic delivery had not 
been seen during the Dec holidays for several years. Still, many buy-
ers opted to stay on the sidelines and watch the sustained price ero-
sion, rather than consider securing material from the offerings that 
accumulated during Dec. While PE producers reported heavy export 
sales during December, they also faced difficulty moving the desired 
volumes to help clear their excess supplies as a lack of containers, 
personnel, and ship space continued to hamper export efforts. 
 
So heading into Jan, unless PE producers have slowed production 
rates like PP producers have done, it is likely that spot material will be 
available again in early Jan. However, resin producers in general 
learned a very valuable lesson during 2021, which is that the market 
could tolerate substantially higher resin prices before seeing demand 
destruction. All markets cycle and the sharp resin price decrease seen 
in Q4 are a fairly natural back-end result to the massive rally seen dur-
ing the first two quarters of 2021. Unless there is a significant disrup-
tion to the global economic recovery it is likely that resin producers 
will eventually manage to tip the balance of supply/demand back into 
their favor and kick off another bull leg of the market cycle knowing 
that processors could accept higher resin prices. Indeed, PE producers 
have mostly nominated a $.04/lb Jan price increase, but it is likely too 
early to turn the market back higher again.  
 
Polyethylene trading volumes were limited in the final week of 2021, 
some processors secured material for early Jan needs, but many mar-
ket participants had already concluded their business for the year. Spot 
levels were mostly flat across PE commodity grades after coming off 
sharply in previous weeks. Supplies improved substantially dur-
ing Dec, including less liquid grades like LDPE and LLDPE injection 
which had remained scarce the longest. HDPE for Blow Mold and 
Injection as well as LDPE Film grades became quite 
loose, while LLDPE for Film became uncharacteristical-
ly tight across all Butene, Hexene and Octene grades.    Michael Greenberg 

  312.202.0002 

   

bringing the market to you 

Copyright © 2021 The Plastics Exchange, LLC | Patent Protected | All Rights Reserved. 

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered 
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a 
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.  

Resin for Sale 14,496,757 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask
HDPE - Blow 2,451,888              0.670$     0.850$     0.720$      0.770$     

PP Homo - Inj 2,254,623              0.740$     0.930$     0.800$      0.900$     

HDPE - Inj 2,171,824              0.720$     0.820$     0.710$      0.760$     

LDPE - Film 1,777,312              0.770$     0.950$     0.780$      0.830$     

HMWPE - Film 1,631,404              0.690$     0.770$     0.680$      0.730$     

LLDPE - Film 1,325,956              0.720$     0.870$     0.730$      0.780$     

LLDPE - Inj 1,204,116              0.740$     0.880$     0.780$      0.830$     

PP Copo - Inj 1,145,358              0.850$     1.035$     0.880$      0.980$     

LDPE - Inj 534,276                 0.780$     0.860$     0.820$      0.870$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range

Page 1 
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Despite the lack of price movement in the domestic spot market this 
past week and a bearish downward trend in pricing over the past 2 
quarters, all PE grades ended 2021 at elevated levels compared with 
the end of 2020 within a range of $.15-.24/lb, depending on grade. 
Dec PE contracts should confirm a decrease between $.05-.07/lb, 
bringing 4th quarter price relief to $.15-.17/lb. This will leave PE con-
tracts up a net $.26-.28/lb for the year. Producers have already made a 
push to stem the slide in contracts with a collective push to raise pric-
es for Jan, announcing increases at an average of $.04/lb, including 
one initiative at $.07/lb. It is still too early to gauge the prospects of a 
timely implementation of a nominated increase for Jan, as it may take 
additional time to better balance the market. Should producers not 
find success with an increase in Jan, they could realize a better oppor-
tunity in Feb. 
 
Polypropylene market activity was a bit better as the year drew to a 
close, completed volumes increased from the previous several 
weeks with a good mix of Homopolymer and Copolymer changing 
hands. Deeply discounted offgrade railcars continued to flow 
and Houston based resellers sought to liquidate positions as much as 
possible, partly to avoid end of the year inventory taxes. Falling mon-
omer costs, wider material availability and large swaths 
of railcars offered in Dec, the most we have seen in 18 months, con-
tributed to the bearish sentiment and motivated discounting that led 
Copolymer and Homopolymer down another $.02-.04/lb in the final 
days of 2021, bringing both commodity grades below the $1.00/lb 
mark for the first time in 11 months. In light of the lower price trend 
throughout Dec and further distancing from record highs seen in the 
second quarter, end-of-year 2021 pricing was well above where levels 
stood at the end of 2020 by a good $.13-.15/lb. CoPP also ended Fri-
day at an $.08/lb premium to HoPP, which is the first time in nearly 
seven months the spread between both grades was less than a dime in 
the spot market. The CoPP premium was driven by the severe impact 
to supply and demand in the months following Winter Storm Uri, but 
Friday’s decline to an $.08/lb premium was still well above the $.02-
.06/lb premium that was seen throughout 2020. With the ample 
amount of material offered and continuous discounts made to spot 
buyers, we fully expected another margin-related nickel to come off 
for PP contracts, which on top of a dime drop for the Dec PGP con-
tract, would potentially mean a $.15/lb decline for Dec PP.   

Market Update — December 31st, 2021 

Page 2 

Disclaimer: The information and data in this report is gathered from daily exchange observations, actual transactions, and commercial interactions with producers, distributors, brokers and processors. These are all considered 
reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information is not guaranteed. Any decision to purchase or sell as a result of the opinions expressed in this report will be the full responsibility of the person authorizing such a 
transaction. Our market updates are complied with integrity and we hope that you find them of value. Chart values reflect our asking prices of generic prime resin bagged in Houston, TX.  
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Polypropylene contracts saw a significant decrease during the 
4th quarter, while there is likely some variance among participants, the 
decline was in the vicinity of $.38/lb. Notwithstanding this price re-
lief, PP contracts will enter 2022 around $.15/lb higher than where 
they began in 2021. 
 
Downstream Monomer Ethylene and Polymer-Grade Propylene 
(PGP) trading was light with most participants away, so price direc-
tion was mildly mixed with limited movement. The 
Dec Ethylene weighted average for TX ended Friday at $.345/lb, flat 
on the week. Jan Ethylene became the focus for spot traders and be-
gan the week with material changing hands on Monday at $.3375/lb, 
and twice at $.335/lb. The Jan benchmark finished Friday at $.3425/
lb, up a quarter-cent. Ethylene’s forward months remained backward-
ated with confirmed business for Mar at $.3275/lb and Q2 at $.305/lb. 
PGP trading activity was minimal after Dec contracts settled $.10/
lb lower to $.56/lb earlier in the month; though spot transactions were 
well discounted with Jan PGP confirmed done on Tuesday at $.4725/
lb and Feb selling at $.4825/lb in TX. The Dec PGP weighted average 
ended the week just under $.49/lb, a slight decline. The Jan PGP 
weighted average finished Friday below $.48/lb, also fractionally low-
er. While volatility could grow in the New Year, Jan PGP contracts 
are already setting up for a moderate decline currently targeted around 
a nickel.  
 
The energy complex ended the final week of Dec mixed with Crude 
Oil extending its gains for a second straight week and Nat Gas seeing 
a fractional drop. The uptick in Oil prices came as domestic invento-
ries declined by 3.6 million barrels which took stockpiles 7% below 
its 5-year average for the first time in 2021. Feb WTI traded within a 
$4.5/bbl range establishing a low of $72.57/bbl on Monday and mark-
ing its high of $77.08/bbl on Thursday. The Feb WTI contract 
dropped almost $1.80/bbl on Friday to settle in the middle at $75.21/
bbl, for a weekly gain of $1.42/bbl. Friday’s WTI close also repre-
sented a significant 55.5% increase in year-over-year (YOY) pricing, 
while Brent was also around 50% YOY.  
 
March Brent recovered from the week’s low in the mid $70s/lb on 
Monday and briefly transacted above of $80/bbl midweek. By Friday, 
Brent eased back to settle at $77.78/bbl, up a net $1.14/bbl.  

The plastics industry sure took a wild ride in 2021, here’s to a better 

Market Update — December 31st, 2021 
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Feb Nat Gas, which rolled to the front month, moderated below $4/
mmBtu during the week following the slide in European gas prices. 
Feb Nat Gas settled at about $3.56/mmBtu on Thursday, its lowest 
close since Jun 25. However, weather forecasts from the US and Eu-
rope boosted futures by 20 cents on Friday to close the week at $3.73/
mmBtu, a small weekly loss. Friday’s Nat Gas close represented a 
46.9% YOY increase. NGL firmed slightly for a second consecutive 
week with Dec Ethane ending at $.336/gal ($.142/lb) while Dec Pro-
pane concluded at $.1.037/gal ($.293/lb).  
 
The plastics industry sure took a wild ride in 2021, here’s to a better 
2022 for all. 
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Be sure to follow us on LinkedIn 

for daily news updates!  
 

Visit our website or contact our 
trading desk for your spot resin 

needs. 
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Supply Chain 
Table 

2021 
Change Unit 

End of 
Dec 

End of 
Nov 

End of 
Oct 

End of 
Sep 

End of 
Aug 

End of 
Jul 

End of 
Jun 

End of 
May 

End of 
Apr 

End Of 
Mar 

End Of 
Feb 

End of 
Jan 

Start of 
Year 

Start of 
Year 

Dec 
Change 

Product Mixed  US$ 12/31/21 11/30/21 10/31/21 9/30/21 8/31/21 7/30/21 6/30/21 5/31/21 4/30/21 3/31/21 2/26/21 1/29/21 1/1/2021 1/1/20 Mixed 

HDPE Film 0.18 $/LB 0.73 0.75 0.81 0.87 0.92 0.95 0.94 0.89 0.96 1.02 0.92 0.66 0.55 0.39 -0.02 

HDPE Blow 0.19 $/LB 0.77 0.88 0.96 1.05 1.11 1.14 1.12 1.11 0.96 1.15 1.00 0.73 0.58 0.38 -0.11 

HDPE Inject 0.18 $/LB 0.76 0.86 0.94 1.05 1.11 1.14 1.10 1.05 0.99 1.04 0.92 0.70 0.58 0.38 -0.10 

LLDPE Film 0.21 $/LB 0.76 0.77 0.82 0.92 0.97 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.90 0.67 0.55 0.39 -0.01 

LDPE Film 0.15 $/LB 0.83 0.88 0.94 1.06 1.09 1.12 1.11 1.10 1.08 1.08 1.00 0.79 0.68 0.49 -0.05 

LDPE Inject 0.24 $/LB 0.87 0.95 0.99 1.04 1.05 1.07 1.06 1.02 0.99 1.00 0.92 0.73 0.63 0.47 -0.08 

LLDPE Inject 0.16 $/LB 0.83 0.91 1.00 1.07 1.10 1.12 1.10 1.06 1.04 1.03 0.92 0.75 0.67 0.45 -0.08 

HoPP Inject 0.13 $/LB 0.90 1.05 1.13 1.28 1.33 1.37 1.40 1.39 1.34 1.42 1.45 0.94 0.77 0.46 -0.15 

CoPP Inject 0.15 $/LB 0.98 1.15 1.23 1.38 1.43 1.47 1.50 1.49 1.42 1.47 1.50 0.99 0.83 0.48 -0.17 

Ethylene -0.02 $/LB 0.32 0.32 0.35 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.31 0.34 0.55 0.57 0.52 0.33 0.34 0.16 0.00 

Propylene 
(PGP) -0.07 $/LB 0.49 0.53 0.67 0.80 0.89 0.75 0.78 

0.71 
0.54 0.57 0.95 0.74 0.56 0.31 -0.04 

Crude WTI 26.69 $/BBL 75.21 66.18 83.57 75.03 68.50 73.95 73.47 
67.72 63.58 

59.16 61.50 52.20 48.52 60.77 9.03 

Crude Brent 25.98 $/BBL 77.78 69.23 84.38 78.52 71.63 76.33 74.62 
70.25 66.76 

63.03 64.42 55.04 51.80 65.99 8.55 

Ethane 0.12 $/GAL 0.34 0.37 0.43 0.43 0.33 0.31 0.30 
0.27 0.25 

0.22 0.23 0.26 0.21 0.17 -0.03 

Propane 0.44 $/GAL 1.04 1.02 1.45 1.44 1.16 1.09 1.09 
0.92 

0.81 0.92 0.94 0.85 0.60 0.45 0.02 

Natural Gas 1.19 $/MBTU 3.73 4.57 5.43 5.87 4.38 3.91 3.65 
3.10 2.93 

2.61 2.71 2.56 2.54 2.54 -0.84 



01/14/2022

Dairy Market

BLOCK: Down .0775 @ $  1.9200 1  Sales
BARRELS: Up .0325 @ $  1.9600 4  Sales
BUTTER: Down .0625 @ $  2.7250 12  Sales
NFDM Grade A: Up .0350 @ $  1.8150 4  Sales
CME Dry Whey Unchanged @ $   .7700 0  Sales

Date Blocks Block Change Block Sales Barrels Barrel Change Barrel Sale Spread

01/10/2022 1.9950 Unchanged 0 1.8300 Down .0350 2 0.1650

01/11/2022 2.0475 Up .0525 3 1.8300 Unchanged 0 0.2175

01/12/2022 2.0525 Up .0050 0 1.9050 Up .0750 0 0.1475

01/13/2022 1.9975 Down .0550 0 1.9275 Up .0225 1 0.0700

01/14/2022 1.9200 Down .0775 1 1.9600 Up .0325 4 -0.0400

Average Market: 2.0025 4 1.8905 7

Date Butter Butter Change Butter Sales Grd A Grd A Change Grd A Sales

01/10/2022 2.7800 Up .0375 0 1.7225 Up .0125 0

01/11/2022 2.8425 Up .0625 8 1.7400 Up .0175 6

01/12/2022 2.8300 Down .0125 1 1.7600 Up .0200 2

01/13/2022 2.7875 Down .0425 7 1.7800 Up .0200 1

01/14/2022 2.7250 Down .0625 12 1.8150 Up .0350 4

Average Market: 2.7930 28 1.7635 13

Date Dry Whey Dry Whey Change Dry Whey Sales

01/10/2022 0.7575 Unchanged 0

01/11/2022 0.7625 Up .0050 1

01/12/2022 0.7625 Unchanged 0

01/13/2022 0.7700 Up .0075 2

01/14/2022 0.7700 Unchanged 0

Average Market: 0.7645 3

--Year Ago--

Date Blocks Barrels Butter NFDM Grade A Dry Whey

01/12/2021 1.9575 1.6500 1.3100 1.1850 0.5000

01/13/2021 1.9100 1.5800 1.2875 1.1875 0.5100

01/14/2021 1.9000 1.5750 1.3000 1.2000 0.5100

01/15/2021 1.8300 1.5725 1.2900 1.2000 0.5300
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What you need to know 

• SGX futures are pointing to higher prices at 

the GDT auction next week 
 

• Farm gate milk price in China has dropped 

1.6% in the past 3 weeks 
 

• Fonterra revised down their NZ milk collec-

tion forecast 
 

• EU/US skim powder prices moved sharply 

higher 

NFDM/SMP prices in the U.S. and EU rallied this week. Just like the 

CME butter/cheese rally last week, there doesn’t seem to be any 

particular trigger, although some are attributing it to an ONIL tender. 

The weather in New Zealand has been running dry and Fonterra low-

ered their forecasted milk collections from  down 0.9% to down 

2.6% below last season. That is generally supportive for dairy prices 

(every 3% change in NZ production is roughly a 10% impact on pric-

es), but I’m nervous about Chinese import demand. Their farm gate 

milk price has started falling a few month sooner than seasonally 

normal. Objectively the price is still at high levels and imports are 

still cheap by comparison, but does the falling milk price signal their 

market has shifted into a surplus? 

Market Summary 
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CME Class III and SGX WMP Futures Prices
(February 2022 Contracts)

CME Class III SGX WMP (RHS)Source: CME, SGX

Cheese Last (lb.) Chg. Last (MT) WMP Last (lb.) Chg. Last (MT)

CME Blocks (Wk Avg) $2.02 $0.00 $4,450 US $2.06 $0.19 $4,542

CME Barrels (Wk Avg) $1.88 $0.05 $4,141 Dutch $2.21 $0.02 $4,870

EU Gouda $2.24 $0.02 $4,933 GDT (Avg) $1.75 $0.00 $3,866

GDT Cheddar (Avg) $2.49 $0.00 $5,487

Dry Whey

Butter Central US $0.72 $0.02 $1,576

CME Spot (Wk Avg) $2.81 $0.14 $6,191 EEX Index $0.64 $0.05 $1,420

EEX Index $3.03 $0.04 $6,678

GDT (Avg) $2.66 $0.00 $5,868 US WPC34 $1.41 $0.02 $3,109

US Lactose $0.41 $0.00 $893

SMP/NFDM

CME Spot (Wk Avg) $1.76 $0.09 $3,872 Rennet Casein

EEX Index $1.81 $0.06 $3,980 US $4.95 $0.03 $10,902

GDT (Avg) $1.71 $0.00 $3,773
Sources: CME, USDA, EEX, GlobalDairyTrade, Dutch Dairy Board, Trigona, FRED USD/euro rate used: 1.141, +0.009

Dairy Prices (USD)
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Product Markets 

Cheese: CME blocks are having a hard time staying above $2.00 

($4,400), but they’re also having a hard time staying below it. If we’re 

just going to trade on U.S. fundamentals I think CME cheese goes 

down to $1.75 ($3,850). But with Oceania/EU at $2.30+, tight domestic 

production in the U.S. and strong exports could keep the U.S. market 

above $2.00. EU cheese prices were mostly steady this week and the 

market remains firm with some cheese available if you’re willing to 

pay the asking price. 
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Powders: NFDM/SMP prices moved sharply higher in the U.S. and Eu-

rope this week. Like with the strength we’ve seen in U.S. butter/

cheese, it is hard to point to any particular thing that set the market 

off, but some are pointing to an ONIL tender. I think it is just a continu-

ation of the tightening global stocks. Dry whey prices are also firming 

with EU prices starting to catch up to the U.S. There is probably more 

upside for both NFDM/SMP and dry whey prices for at least the next 

month or two. 

Butter: CME butter moved higher through midweek, but sellers be-

came aggressive on Wednesday/Thursday. I still think the U.S. market 

will move back toward $2.20-$2.30 by March, but I don’t know if the 

big move down is coming next week or next month. Right now it feels 

like there is resistance to pushing higher. EU cream prices moved a 

little lower and butter prices were mixed to down a little.  
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This report is an abbreviated version of our weekly Udder Intelligence report that has been exclusively produced for Schreiber Foods customers. The StoneX Dairy Market In-

sight team is spread across the US, Europe and Asia. We produce daily, weekly and monthly reports covering the supply, demand prices of dairy products around the world. We 

work hard to help you understand, simplify and succeed. 

Understand – Global supply and demand drive dairy prices. Working across the globe, our team tracks, models and forecasts supply, demand and prices across all of the major 

dairy exporting regions, as well as dozens of importing countries. This provides you with critical insights into the important drivers behind dairy prices. 

Simplify – Data overload is a real problem in today’s market analysis. While we track millions of data points, we distill of this information down to indicators, commentary and 

forecasts that are clear and easy to understand. 

Succeed – The more you understand the underlying drivers in the market, the easier it becomes to make better, more informed decisions.  

You can sign-up for a free trial of our market intelligence service here: https://www.stonex.com/Commodities/Dairy/Capabilities/dairy-market-intelligence-packages/ 

This material should be construed as market commentary, merely observing economic, political and/or market conditions, and not intended to refer to any particular trad-

ing strategy, promotional element or quality of service provided by StoneX Group Inc. or its subsidiaries.  

 

StoneX Group  Inc. provides financial services worldwide through its subsidiaries in accordance with applicable law in the jurisdictions where services are provided. INTL 

FCStone Markets, LLC (“IFM”) is a member of the National Futures Association (“NFA”) and provisionally registered with the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission 

(“CFTC”) as a swap dealer. All references to over-the counter (“OTC”) products or swaps are made solely on behalf of IFM. IFM’s products are designed only for individuals or 

firms who qualify under CFTC rules as an ‘Eligible Contract Participant’ (“ECP”) and who have been accepted as customers of IFM. Any recipient of this material who wishes to 

express an interest in trading with IFM must first prequalify as an ECP, independently determine that derivatives are suitable for them and be accepted as a customer of IFM. 

INTL FCStone Financial Inc. (“IFCF”) is a member of the NFA and registered with the CFTC as a Futures Commission Merchant (“FCM”) and Commodity Trading Advisor (“CTA”). 

References to exchange-traded futures and options are made on behalf of the FCM Division of IFCF., and INTL FCStone Ltd. (“IFL”), registered in England and Wales, Company 

No. 5616586, authorized and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. In Ireland, the activities of IFL are subject to supervision of conduct of business rules by the Central 

Bank of Ire-land.  

 

The trading of derivatives such as futures, options, and OTC products or “swaps” may not be suitable for all investors. Derivatives trading involves substantial risk of loss, and 

you should fully understand those risks prior to trading. Information presented has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is not guaranteed as to accuracy. 

Any examples given are strictly hypothetical and no representation is being made that any person will or is likely to achieve results similar to those examples. Neither this in-

formation, nor any opinion expressed, constitutes a solicitation to buy or sell futures or options or futures contracts or OTC products nor does it constitute an offer of profes-

sional investment or financial advice. 

© 2022 StoneX Group Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Beef Production 
Overview
Greeley, CO
Cactus, TX

Grand Island, NE
Green Bay, WI

Hyrum, UT
Omaha, NE

Plainwell, MI
Souderton, PA
Tolleson, AZ

• The choice and select cutouts gained ground week-on-week, in part, boosted by lighter 
slaughter levels as it appears COVID had impacted industry run-rates

• Last week, total cattle slaughter was down 5.0% Y/Y, fed slaughter was down 4.5% Y/Y 
and non fed slaughter was down 6.6% Y/Y

• Cash cattle prices slipped week-on-week, but were up nearly 23% Y/Y
• The USDA refreshed their US beef supply and demand estimates this morning and 

showed slightly more beef available for 2021 and 2022 than previously thought
• The USDA increased their 2021 beef production marginally and showed production up 

0.7% in Q4 and up 2.9% Y/Y for the year
• The USDA boosted their 2021 import estimate by 1.2% from last month and estimated 

that beef imports would be fractionally above one year earlier in 2021 – the USDA kept 
their 2021 export up 17.1% Y/Y

• For 2022, the USDA raised their beef production estimate and suggested that US beef 
production would be down 2.8% Y/Y 

• The USDA made no changes to their 2022 trade estimates (imports -2.7% Y/Y and 
exports -5.4% Y/Y)

Beef HARVEST

© 2021 JBS

Beef COMMODITY

NEWS Letter

This newsletter may contain, and JBS USA Food Company and Pilgrim’s Pride Corporation (collectively, the “Company”) management may make, 
certain “forward-looking statements” as defined under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Statements of the Company’s 
intentions, beliefs, expectations or predictions for the future, denoted by the words “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “plan,” 

“project,” “imply,” “intend,” “should,” “foresee” and similar expressions, are forward-looking statements that reflect the Company’s current 
views about future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from those expressed in, or implied or 
projected by these forward-looking statements as a result of these risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and beyond our 

control. The Company’s forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this newsletter or as of the date they are made, and the 
Company undertakes no obligation to update its forward-looking statements.

Beef

JANUARY 12, 2022

Beef 1/7/22 Week Ago Change Year Ago Change

Choice Cutout ($/cwt) 271.82$        265.26$        2.5% 206.80$        31.44%

Select Cutout 261.10$        258.23$        1.1% 196.69$        32.75%

Choice Primal and Trimming Prices ($/cwt)

Rib 389.94$        394.05$        -1.0% 329.98$        18.2%

Chuck 232.66$        227.65$        2.2% 184.14$        26.3%

Round 231.14$        222.92$        3.7% 182.38$        26.7%

Loin 346.51$        333.49$        3.9% 257.82$        34.4%

Brisket 294.15$        290.95$        1.1% 156.13$        88.4%

Beef 50s 103.92$        94.24$          10.3% 41.97$          147.6%

Beef 90s 277.06$        273.62$        1.3% 213.89$        29.5%

5 Market Steers 136.71$        138.31$        -1.2% 111.59$        22.5%

Harvest (1,000 head) 620                537                15.5% 652                -5.0%



Chicken Newsletter

Chicken Harvest

Chicken Commodity

This newsletter may contain, and JBS USA Food Company and Pilgrim’s Pride Corporation (collectively, the “Company”) 
management may make, certain “forward-looking statements” as defined under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 

1995. Statements of the Company’s intentions, beliefs, expectations or predictions for the future, denoted by the words 
“anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “plan,” “project,”“imply,” “intend,” “should,” “foresee” and similar expressions, are 

forward-looking statements that reflect the Company’s current views about future events and are subject to risks and 
uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from those expressed in, or implied or projected by these forward-looking 

statements as a result of these risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and beyond ourcontrol. The
Company’s forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this newsletter or as of the date they are made, and the 

Company undertakes no obligation to update its forward-looking statements.

• Egg sets were roughly flat vs. YA (-0.2%).
• Chick placements took a dip as hatch rate stayed in mid 77% range, which is 

nearly 2.7% below last year’s level of 80.1% for the same week.
• Chicken production improved Y/Y by almost 4.6% as head counts climb in all 

but the 4.25-6.25 LBS segment.
• Pricing continues to climb mainly in front half products.
• According to OpenTable State of the Industry data, seated diner numbers from 

online, phone and walk in reservations have slipped recently with the most 
recent 7 day average roughly 29% below 2019 levels.

• USDA WASDE report for January 2022 raised 2021 and 2022 broiler production 
estimates; 2022 vs. 2021 change remains near previous estimate at +1.6% Y/Y.

January 12, 2022



Pork Production  
Overview 

Beardstown, IL 
Louisville, KY 

Marshalltown, IA 
Ottumwa, IA 

Pipestone, MN 
Worthington, MN

Live Pork 
Overview 

Cameron, OK 
Dalhart, TX 

Morrilton, AR  
Umpire, AR

• The pork cutout declined week on week due mostly to a lower ham primal and from 
softness in the loin

• Last week, weekday hog slaughter averaged near 461k head – below the December 
average near 470k head per day

• Total weekly hog slaughter was down 9.2% Y/Y and down 4.7% from the 2019 level

• The USDA made only marginal changes in their 2021 US pork S&D estimates – the 
USDA showed 2021 pork production down 2.1% Y/Y with Q4 down 4.1% Y/Y

• The USDA raised 2021 imports and lowered exports (imports +31.6% Y/Y and exports -
2.6% Y/Y) 

• The USDA incorporated the December hogs and pigs report and reduced 2022 US pork 
production by 0.3% from previous estimate and suggested production for the year 
would be down 0.9% from the 2021 level

• The USDA boosted 2022 pork imports by 9% from previous estimate and showed 
imports up 9.2% Y/Y - 2022 pork exports were cut by 5.4% from previous estimate and 
were estimated to be down 1.2% from the 2021 level

PORK HARVEST

© 2021 JBS

PORK COMMODITY

Newsletter

This newsletter may contain, and JBS USA Food Company and Pilgrim’s Pride Corporation (collectively, the “Company”) management may make, 
certain “forward-looking statements” as defined under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Statements of the Company’s 
intentions, beliefs, expectations or predictions for the future, denoted by the words “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “expect,” “plan,” 

“project,” “imply,” “intend,” “should,” “foresee” and similar expressions, are forward-looking statements that reflect the Company’s current 
views about future events and are subject to risks and uncertainties. Actual results could differ materially from those expressed in, or implied or 
projected by these forward-looking statements as a result of these risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict and beyond our 

control. The Company’s forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this newsletter or as of the date they are made, and the 
Company undertakes no obligation to update its forward-looking statements.

PORK

JANUARY 12, 2022

Pork 1/7/22 Week Ago Change Year Ago Change

Cutout 85.90$          91.35$          -6.0% 81.00$          6.0%

Loin 82.10$          87.03$          -5.7% 71.95$          14.1%

Butt 112.00$        110.45$        1.4% 68.94$          62.5%

Picnic 61.82$          67.85$          -8.9% 53.26$          16.1%

Rib 157.15$        155.70$        0.9% 148.08$        6.1%

Ham 53.31$          69.49$          -23.3% 72.23$          -26.2%

Belly 139.74$        139.04$        0.5% 131.78$        6.0%

Pork 42s 48.55$          48.44$          0.2% 22.32$          117.5%

Pork 72s 87.64$          79.80$          9.8% 81.01$          8.2%

Negotiated Hog Base 66.95$          61.50$          8.9% 54.94$          21.9%

Harvest (1,000 head) 2,568            2,181            17.7% 2,829            -9.2%



 
        The opinions expressed here are an interpretation of the current commodity markets. 

        They are not recommendation or future guarantees of performance in specific commodity markets. 

        Trinidad Benham is not responsible for any damage or losses as a result of this information. 
December 31, 2021 

December 2021 Bean & Rice Market Update 
Bean Market Update: 
The edible bean market overall remains stable and supported. Growers continue holding their ownership and 
limiting product available for dealers to sell. Domestic prices in Mexico have come off slightly, suggesting a 
healthy new crop supply south of the border. The tighter U.S. supply has limited Mexico’s involvement in the 
market this year, which is a good thing to make sure we are not hand to mouth on the major varieties going 
into new crop.   

The market is now working on understanding the new crop supply scenario in terms of acreage and pricing in 
light of the challenges with grain markets and the cost of inputs. Supply chain and energy prices have driven 
fertilizer and chemical costs to all time highs. Continued volatility in both corn and soybean markets generates 
additional complexity to the grower’s planting decisions. On top of this, beans must compete with all the other 
crops that suffered a decrease in production last year. Our first data point for the 2022 crop will come in 
March when the USDA reports the planting intentions for the upcoming year. 

There is not much different happening with respect to the pulse markets. Overall market prices remain firm 
and supported with higher prices rationing export sales. The market continues to watch India’s production and 
government actions regarding tariffs. To date, there is nothing on the horizon which could provide additional 
strength. Domestic demand remains strong due to seasonal demand and completion of USDA domestic food 
aid contracts from their last buying spree. The market is hopeful that higher prices will mean that grower’s will 
plant and replenish stocks this fall. Prices will not return to previous levels but with good supply will come off 
present day high levels.  

Rice Market Update: 
The Rice market has remained very firm throughout the month of December. The USDA shows a supply picture 
that will get us through this year, but bringing even less carry-over than we had in 2021. Adding to the pressure 
from the supply side of the equation, milling yields continue to struggle, taking additional milled rice out of the 
market. At the current levels, domestic prices do not support a bustling export market as our crop does not beat 
out the global market from a price standpoint. Currently, the market is keeping an eye on the South American 
crop progress to determine whether or not they will have any production issues that could change this scenario.  

The potential for further erosion of acres in the upcoming year has given the market a bullish sentiment. With 
input costs continuing to rise, the fear is that growers will shift to less input-intensive crops such as Corn and 
Soy. With input prices the way they are given current rice values, there is validity to these worries. A key factor 
in how this will unfold is whether or not the prices of those competing grains see downward movement in early 
2022. A reduction in the carry-over from this crop year and the acres planted in the following will surely lift the 
market to levels well beyond those of today.  

The situation surrounding imported Rice and Ancient Grains remains very similar to the past several months. 
Vessel space has become increasingly difficult to come by due to the holiday shipping surge from this past 
month, continued port congestion, and domestic trucking troubles. These factors have not only tightened sup-
ply, they have had a significant impact on pricing. Due to the vast amount of container backlog and the potential 
for continued COVID disruptions, there is no telling whether or not this will improve in 2022.   
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